SO-CAL SPEED SHOP

T-SHIRTS

CLASSIC RAGS FOR
MODERN DELINQUENTS
EST. 1946

'57 Gasser T-shirt - Double-sided Print
#SSM-701GTC-01 Short Sleeve White
S-XL: $18 2,3XL: $20 ea.

'53 Shop Truck T-shirt - Front Print Only
#SSM-1005TC-01 Short Sleeve White
S-XL: $18 2,3XL: $20 ea.

Jalopy Hot Rods T-shirt - Front Print Only
#SSM-1028TC-01 Short Sleeve White
S-XL: $18 2,3XL: $20

SO-CAL Coupe T-shirt - Double-sided Print
#SSM-7015TC-10 Short Sleeve Black
S-XL: $22 2,3XL: $24

Custom Leadsleds T-shirt
#SSM-1042TC-10 Short Sleeve Black
S-XL: $22 2,3XL: $24 ea.

Left Chest Print

Power Pistons T-shirt - Front Print Only
#SSM-1050TC-10 Short Sleeve Black
S-XL: $22 2,3XL: $24 ea.

www.so-calspeedshop.com